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Strange Movements: The Art of Appendages in Contemporary Practice

What is it about limbs – feet, fingers and arms, ears, noses and toes - that capture imagination across all media? This panel seeks to understand ways in which appendages provoke new thought and representations in current art practice. As implements, design components and conveyers of fantasy and erotic appeal, they serve not only as subject matter, but also as instruments of creative production. From plaster cast to erotic fetish, appendages have long played a role in artists’ vision and viewers’ perception. When removed (physically or contextually) from the body, they constitute dynamic components in the theater of human complexity. Expanding to the non-human realm, a fin, a fang, a claw or tentacle immediately calls up frightening fantasy.

By way of example, consider images of feet. One has only to view the tortured beauty of Géricault’s “Study of Feet and Hands,” the religious associations of “Christ Washing the Feet of the Apostles” (Durer, Tintoretto), or the pastoral bronze, “Boy with Thorn,” to recognize the poignancy of feet as source imagery. The “foot” is delivered as design element in furniture or vessels, both decorative and for structural support. A broader conjecture of foot is revealed as emblem of freedom as the constraint of movement is a primary obstacle to liberation – think “Freedom Walk.”

Feet are seen at a remove in Frida Kahlo’s in “What the Water Gave Me;” as eerie voids in Magritte’s “Le Modèle Rouge;” monumental form in Philip Guston’s “Untitled (Foot).” Louise Bourgeois’ renders pink marble as creepy and gorgeous in “Untitled with Foot.” A prisoner is hanging by a foot in an Abu Ghraib painting by Botero. All of these works evoke disturbing presences. Richard Long’s walking quests site the actual human foot as device for investigating creative exploit. Calling up such works as Rona Pondick's “Soles” begs consideration of how feet are aestheticized. Imagine a lively encounter with the feet of one of Takashi Murakami’s cartoon characters or a Robert Gober foot on a dark evening.

This panel seeks projects, exhibitions or writings relating to walking, dancing, kicking, stomping, grabbing, poking, clutching, grasping and reaching – in short, the actions or symbolism of all things that stick out from the body! Papers from curators, historians, artists, writers and cultural critics exploring the following questions and topics are welcomed:

What social constructs are identified through the use of images of appendages?
What cultural propositions emerge?
How are roles of class and gender played out through design or decoration?
In which ways do shoes and other coverings emerge as signs of identity?
How do footprints or other markers connote memory?
How do innovations in prosthetic devices and artificial limbs alter our sense of the real and the (im)possible?

This panel’s significance lies in our universal fascination with truncated body parts and the provocative way artists reinvent them.